MAKES EVERY LANDING SAFER

SKIDDOMETER BV11v1
VEHICLE INTEGRATION
The Skiddometer BV11vi (Vehicle Integration) is the latest innovation in friction measurement. Its proven technology has been adapted to use a hydraulic lift system with the Skiddometer BV11 and the Skiddometer Touch Screen computer, to provide better vehicle integration.

This new and simple construction allows the Skiddometer unit to be installed easily on any brand of pickup truck available on the market without modifications to the vehicle itself. Friction measurement can take place during the worst possible weather conditions, and now any vehicle can be used to perform the measurement, including safe four-wheel drives designed for such conditions.

what you get:

1. UNBEATABLE TECHNOLOGY
   - Well proven Skiddometer BV11 and the Skiddometer Touch Screen Computer
   - Installation on any pickup truck
   - No modifications needed to the vehicle
   - A wide selection of configuration options
   - Unique self zero adjustment.

2. IMPROVED SAFETY
   - A four-wheel drive provides more efficiency and safety for the operator
   - Worst possible conditions will not compromise operation or safety
   - Ensure that the flight control and pilots have the correct friction information for landing and take-off (enough runway to make the aircraft come to a complete stop before the runway ends).

3. BETTER ECONOMY
   - Can be easily installed to any brand or type of pickup truck
   - Utilization of rental vehicles is possible
   - Precise information on when to take necessary actions to remove snow, ice etc.
   - Precise information on the surface structure of the runway and whether it needs to be improved.

The Skiddometer BV11 Continuous Friction Measuring Equipment (CFME) is approved and recommended by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

Similar systems on the market are still comparison tested with the Skiddometer, originally launched in 1968.

Moventor is an assessed and certified manufacturer meeting the requirements set in ISO 9001 Quality Management System.
FRICTION MEASUREMENT

THE SKIDDOMETER TOUCH SCREEN COMPUTER

The Skiddometer Touch Screen Computer is used to record measuring data. It has been developed in close co-operation with several international airport customers, following the success story of older MI-series computers. The touch screen computer takes friction measuring to whole new level.

The computer has many advantages:
• Easy to use, large screen
• GPS with map view
• Screen display and printouts follow ICAO and FAA standards
• Unlimited measuring data saved on memory and Skiddometer cloud service accessible via web browser
• SNOWTAM generation
• Printouts can be made from external printer in or outside the vehicle.
Moventor Inc.

Moventor Inc. is an international, modern, strongly growing and developing manufacturing company specialized in the friction measurement and airport equipment businesses. Our core business areas include developing, manufacturing, delivering and servicing Skiddometer BV11 friction testing systems around the world and representing EHR Fahrzeugtechnik Cleaning Systems in the Scandinavian region.

Moventor’s head office and factory are located in Pirkkala, Finland. Moventor is committed to providing you products and services that increase the value and effectiveness of your business.
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